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Staggered chiral perturbation theory for heavy-light mesons
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We incorporate heavy-light mesons into staggered chiral perturbation theory (S�PT), working to
leading order in 1=mQ, wheremQ is the heavy-quark mass. At first nontrivial order in the chiral expansion,
staggered taste violations affect the chiral logarithms for heavy-light quantities only through the light-
meson propagators in loops. There are also new analytic contributions coming from additional terms in the
Lagrangian involving heavy-light and light mesons. Using this heavy-light S�PT, we perform the one-
loop calculation of the B (or D) meson leptonic decay constant in the partially quenched and full QCD
cases. In our treatment, we assume the validity both of the ‘‘fourth root trick’’ to reduce four staggered
tastes to one, and of the S�PT prescription to represent this trick by insertions of factors of 1=4 for each
sea-quark loop.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The lattice can make a major contribution to the under-
standing of flavor physics through the computation of the
properties of heavy-light mesons. Among the important
quantities to calculate are the heavy-light decay constants,
form factors, and B parameters. (See Refs. [1,2] for recent
reviews.) However, the ‘‘traditional’’ lattice approach, us-
ing quite massive light quarks, is likely to produce results
that have large systematic errors coming from the long
chiral extrapolation [3]. An alternative approach that seems
very promising is to use staggered [Kogut-Susskind (KS)]
fermions for both the light valence and sea quarks [4–9].
An exact chiral symmetry for staggered quarks at finite
lattice spacing allows simulations to be performed at small
quark mass, deep in the chiral regime.

Staggered quarks have ‘‘taste’’ symmetry, a fourfold
remnant of the doubling symmetry. Taste symmetry is
broken at O�a2� in the lattice spacing, resulting in rather
large discretization effects. Even at the smaller lattice
spacing employed in current MILC simulations with im-
proved staggered quarks [10] (the ‘‘fine’’ set with lattice
spacing a � 0:09 fm), the effects are not negligible in any
quantity which is sensitive to pseudoscalar meson loops.
This has been understood in the light-meson sector using
staggered chiral perturbation theory (S�PT) [11–13]. We
now extend this program to include heavy quarks, thus
merging heavy-quark effective theory (HQET) with S�PT.
We then calculate the leptonic decay constants, fB and fBs ,
at one loop in S�PT in both the partially quenched and full
QCD cases. This is one of the simpler quantities to calcu-
late both in lattice simulations [1,2] and in the S�PT
formalism.

Simulations with staggered fermions such as Refs. [4–
10] use the ‘‘fourth root trick’’ [14] designed to reduce the
number of tastes per flavor from 4 to 1 in the continuum
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limit. The validity of the fourth root trick has not been
proven, although various recent studies have, in our opin-
ion, made it rather plausible [15]. In the following, we
assume that this trick is valid, and that it can be represented
in the chiral theory by insertions of factors of 1=4 for each
sea-quark loop [12,13]. We employ a quark-flow analysis
[16] to locate these sea-quark loops. The ‘‘replica method’’
[17] is an alternative technique for inserting the appropriate
factors. It is theoretically cleaner than quark flow, but
usually somewhat more complicated to implement in prac-
tice. One would start with nS staggered fields for each
continuum sea-quark flavor desired, and take the limit
nS ! 1=4 at the end. The two approaches yield identical
results in the current case, and in all other cases that have
been investigated to date.

A brief discussion of the current results, as well as the
application to semileptonic form factors, was previously
presented in Ref. [18]. A detailed description of the semi-
leptonic calculation is in preparation [19]. The S�PT forms
obtained have already been used for the chiral (and con-
tinuum) extrapolations of numerical lattice results for
heavy-light semileptonic [8] and leptonic [9] decays.

In this paper the heavy-quark mass mQ is taken to be
large compared to �QCD, so that working to leading order
in the heavy-quark expansion (i.e., neglecting 1=mQ terms)
is a reasonable first approximation. We also do not include,
in our effective theory, discretization errors coming from
the heavy quark. We assume that such errors can be ade-
quately estimated independently, using HQET as the effec-
tive theory description of the lattice heavy quark [2,20,21].
However, in order to separate light- and heavy-quark dis-
cretization errors, our analysis requires that the heavy-
quark mass not be much greater than one in lattice units.
The rather counterintuitive restriction arises because the
heavy-quark action no longer sufficiently suppresses dou-
blers when amQ � 1. Indeed, in the large amQ limit, the
-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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2For convenience, we use the term ‘‘doubler’’ to describe a
heavy-quark state with one or more components of 3-momentum
near �=a. Its ‘‘rest mass’’ is defined to be the energy of the state
when all 3-momentum components are exactly �=a or 0. Since
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heavy-quark action becomes a static lattice action, where
there is no suppression of spatial doublers at all, since a
static quark’s energy is independent of its momentum.
When heavy-quark doublers are insufficiently suppressed,
the light and heavy quarks in a heavy-light meson can
exchange gluons of momenta �=a, leading to ‘‘mixed’’
4-quark operators (products of heavy and light bilinears) in
the Symanzik action that violate taste. In order to avoid
treating this complication—which would inextricably mix
light- and heavy-quark discretization errors—we do not
allow amQ � 1 in our analysis. On the other hand, typical
values of amQ in practical calculations with the Fermilab
[22] or NRQCD [23] heavy quarks are likely to be accept-
able. With this restriction, all taste violations in the O�a2�
Symanzik action occur solely in the light-quark sector; the
taste-violating terms are thus the same as in Refs. [11,13].
More details, including a discussion based on the symme-
tries of the lattice action, appear in Sec. II.

Incorporating heavy quarks into S�PT produces a large
number of terms in the chiral Lagrangian involving combi-
nations of the heavy-light and the light mesons. All of these
terms, which arise due to the taste symmetry breaking, are
however nonleading: They do not appear in one-loop dia-
grams for the heavy-light quantities and enter the decay
constant result through a single analytic term. Nontrivial
taste violations arise only in the light-meson propagators in
the one-loop diagrams. Since the taste-violating low-
energy constants in the light-meson sector have been de-
termined from simulations and S�PT fits [10,24,25], the
new analytic term is the only additional fit parameter
beyond those low-energy constants that appear in the con-
tinuum, such as the B-B�-� coupling g�.

This paper is organized as follows. We first describe the
Symanzik action to O�a2� in Sec. II. The S�PT
Lagrangian, here including heavy-light mesons, is then
constructed from a spurion analysis in Secs. III and IV,
where the latter focuses on the O�a2� terms involving
heavy-light mesons. In Sec. V we calculate the one-loop
expression for the chiral logarithms that arise in the lep-
tonic decay constant, fBx , where x is the flavor of the light
valence quark. We write down the final results for various
cases in Sec. VI and discuss some features of the low-
energy constants (LECs) in Sec. VII. Finite volume effects
are treated in Sec. VIII. We finish with some remarks and
conclusions in Sec. IX.

II. SYMANZIK ACTION

For concreteness, we consider here a heavy quark that is
simulated either with NRQCD [23] or with the Fermilab
interpretation [22] of a clover or more highly improved
quark.1 What is crucial for us about these possible heavy-
1The formalism will also apply when the heavy quark is
simulated by extrapolation up in mass from a lighter, conven-
tional, lattice quark.
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quark actions is that they describe a single physical fer-
mion—doubler2 masses are assumed to be larger than the
physical heavy-quark mass by an amount of order of the
cutoff, i.e., �1=a. This means that the heavy-quark fields
in the Symanzik action will have no degree of freedom
corresponding to taste.

In the limit amQ � 1, however, it will not be possible to
neglect the doublers with either the Fermilab or the
NQRCD actions. That is because these actions approach
a static lattice theory, which has no intrinsic suppression of
spatial doublers: The energy of a static quark is indepen-
dent of its three-momentum. This would not be a problem
if the light quark in a heavy-light bound state were simu-
lated as a Wilson-like fermion. In that case, the light-quark
Wilson term would suppress gluon exchanges of momen-
tum �=a between the light and heavy quarks, by forcing
the light quark far off shell. But emission or absorption of
such a gluon is not suppressed by the staggered light
action, and indeed is simply a taste-changing interaction.
To keep the analysis manageable, we must assume that the
heavy quark action suppresses these exchanges. We define
�M to be the splitting between (the rest masses of) the
physical heavy quark and the closest doublers. To be able
to ignore the effect of doubler states in the low-energy
effective theory, we must have �M � �QCD. However, for
the Fermilab or NRQCD action, �M goes like 1=�a2mQ�

for amQ � 1; eventually the condition �M � �QCD will
be violated as mQ grows at fixed a.

We wish to correct a possible misunderstanding here.
When amQ � 1, one might worry that doublers cannot be
neglected relative to the physical heavy quark since both
physical and doubler masses are formally O�1=a�.
However, what is important is not (say) the ratio of doubler
mass to physical mass, but the splitting �M between dou-
bler masses and the physical mass. As long as �M��QCD,
the doubler states can be treated as ‘‘integrated out’’ and
their effects can be summarized by higher-dimension op-
erators in the Symanzik/HQET theory [2,20] involving
only the light quarks and the physical heavy quark.
Systematic errors coming from doublers are thus included
in estimates of heavy-quark discretization effects from
higher operators. (See further discussion below.)

It is instructive to estimate �M in some practical situ-
ations. For Wilson-type quarks, the rest (or ‘‘pole’’) mass
m1 of the physical quark is given at tree level by am1 �
ln�1� am0�, where am0 � 1=�2�� 	 1=�2�crit�, with � the
these states are always suppressed in the cases considered here,
we do not need to be concerned that the interpretation of such
states as additional heavy particles is problematic: With Wilson-
like or nonrelativistic fermions, their energy decreases when one
of the large components of momentum changes away from �=a.
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hopping parameter and �crit its critical value. For the low-
est doubler, with momentum �=a in a single lattice direc-
tion, the Wilson term 1	 cos�ap� becomes 2 instead of 0,
and the doubler rest mass mD

1 is given by amD
1 � ln�3�

am0�. For the MILC ‘‘coarse’’ lattices [10], a	1 �
1:59 GeV, �crit � 0:1378, and �b, the hopping parameter
of a b quark is� 0:086 [26]. This gives �M 
 mD

1 	m1 �
775 MeV. Alternatively, using the tadpole improvement
[27] parameter u0 
 1=�8�crit� gives am0 � 4��crit=�	 1�
and �M � 735 MeV. These values of �M, which are com-
parable to other masses dropped in �PT (e.g., m�), are
probably large enough to neglect the effect of doublers in
the current chiral analysis. However, it is clear that apply-
ing this analysis to any lattices that are significantly coarser
than the MILC coarse lattices will be problematic. For
example, at a	1 � 1 GeV, we estimate �M � 350 MeV,
which is certainly not much larger than �QCD. With �M

this low, any effective chiral theory becomes very compli-
cated, and there also would be practical problems in sep-
arating the physical state from the doubler states in
simulations.

A similar analysis applies in NRQCD. Using a bare mass
aM � 2:8 for b quarks on the MILC coarse lattices and a
stabilization parameter n � 2 [6], we find �M �
930 MeV, which should be adequate. However, with
a	1 � 1 GeV, �M � 400 MeV, again much too low to
omit the effects of doublers from the effective chiral
theory.

If heavy-quark doubler effects may be neglected, the
analysis of the Symanzik action is very similar to that in
Ref. [28], which considers Ginsparg-Wilson valence
quarks coupled to staggered sea quarks. Taste violations
at O�a2� appear only in four-quark operators composed
exclusively of light (staggered) quarks. These terms in the
Symanzik action are identical to those in [11,13]. Mixed
four-quark operators consisting of the product of a light-
quark bilinear and a heavy-quark bilinear do not break taste
symmetry. Physically, operators that violate taste symme-
try require momentum �=a gluon exchanges, which we
ban from the Symanzik action when we omit doubler states
from the low-energy theory. A more rigorous proof that
follows from the symmetries of the lattice action can also
be constructed. The proof is identical to that presented in
Ref. [28], so we do not include it in detail here. The basic
idea is that the continuum, physical, heavy-quark fields
transform trivially under translations by one lattice unit.
Staggered bilinears with nonsinglet taste, on the other
hand, get multiplied by phase factors under single-site
translations. Therefore mixed four-quark operators cannot
be translation singlets unless the light bilinear is a singlet
under taste.

The mixed four-quark operators are thus irrelevant from
the point of view of our heavy-light chiral theory. Such
operators are invariant under the light-quark chiral sym-
metries since they do not break taste (or, trivially, flavor)
014515
symmetries and are independent of the light-quark masses
(otherwise, they would have dimension greater than 6). We
therefore can classify the discretization errors caused by
such operators as ‘‘heavy-quark errors.’’ These errors can
be estimated by the methods of Refs. [2,20,21]. (See
especially the appendix of Ref. [21] for estimates of
heavy-quark discretization errors in a practical case.) In
fact, one expects that errors from mixed four-quark opera-
tors will be rather smaller than the more familiar ones from
heavy-quark bilinear operators, since the former are
O��2

Sa
2� for improved staggered (‘‘Asqtad’’) light quarks

[29]; while the latter are O��Sa� or O�a2�. It is important
to keep in mind, however, that such error estimates are
based on power counting and dimensional analysis and
must be considered as rough guides only. Precise quantifi-
cation of the total discretization error will always require
simulation at several lattice spacings.

Four-quark operators built entirely out of heavy quarks
are also invariant (trivially) under the light-quark symme-
tries. Therefore, the arguments of the previous paragraph
apply, with the exception that the discretization errors are
now O��Sa2�: There is no suppression of the exchange of a
single gluon with momentum �=a between the two quarks,
unlike the cases where one or both of the quarks has the
Asqtad action.

The relevant part of the Symanzik action may now be
written as SSk �

R
d4xLSk, with

L Sk � LSk
4 � a

2LSk
6 �O�a4�; (1)

where LSk
6 comes from light four-quark operators only.

LSk
4 is the continuum limit of the lattice theory with n

staggered light quarks (each with 4 tastes), and a single
heavy quark. It has the form

L Sk
4 �

Xn
j�1

�qj�i 6D	mj�qj �Q�iv �D�Q�Lgluons: (2)

Here v is the heavy-quark velocity, and j runs over the
light-quark flavors. LSk;4 has a heavy-quark SU�2� spin
symmetry and, in the limit that mj ! 0, a chiral
SU�4n�L � SU�4n�R symmetry.

The O�a2� term LSk
6 in Eq. (1) is a sum over all 4-light-

quark operators in the two classes SFF�A�6 and SFF�B�6 iden-
tified in Ref. [11]:

L Sk
6 � LSk

A �LSk
B : (3)

SFF�A�6 consists of ten operators that do not violate contin-
uum rotation symmetry, while the four operators in SFF�B�6
violate this symmetry. For n staggered fields, the operators
in each of these classes are written down in Ref. [30].
Every operator is a product of two bilinears, each of which
has the same spin and taste. Denoting the five possible spin
structures by S, V, T, A, P, and similarly for tastes, the
operators are named by the spin  taste of their bilinears:
-3
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LSk
A : �S� A�; �S� V�; �A� S�; �V � S�; �P� A�;

�P� V�; �A� P�; �V � P�; �T � V�; �T � A�;

�V � T�; �A� T�; (4)

L Sk
B : �T� � V��; �T� � A��; �V� � T��; �A� � T��:

(5)

In LSk
A the spin indices and taste indices are contracted

separately, for example,

�T � A� 

X
�<�

X
�

�qi�	��  
�5�qi �qj�	��  
5��qj (6)

where 	�� 
 �1=2��	�; 	��, 	�5 
 	�	5 (similarly for
tastes, with 	� ! 
�), and there are implicit sums over
the flavor indices i; j. The operators in LSk

B are more
complicated: spin and taste indices are summed together,
and two terms, with different treatment of the tensor in-
dices, are subtracted to cancel taste- or spin-singlet con-
tributions. For example,

�T� � A�� 

X
�

X
���

f �qi�	��  
�5�qi �qj�	��  
5��qj

	 �qi�	��5  
�5�qi �qj�	5��  
5��qjg:

(7)

Because the same index (�) appears 4 times in each term in
SFF�B�6 , these operators are not invariant under continuum
Euclidean rotations or taste transformations, but only under
the lattice symmetry where taste and Euclidean rotations
by 90� are performed simultaneously.

In Refs. [11,13], the leading order (LO) chiral
Lagrangian for light-light pseudoscalars is found for the
one-flavor and many-flavor cases, respectively. There the
only available Lorentz 4-vector in the chiral theory is the
partial derivative operator @�. To construct a chiral opera-
tor with the symmetries of LSk

B operators requires at least
two derivatives and two explicit taste indices. Such opera-
tors are O�p2a2�, where the factors of lattice spacing a
come from the explicit violation of taste symmetry, and the
factors of p come from the derivatives. These operators
then only occur at next-to-leading-order (NLO) in the
chiral Lagrangian, unlike the representatives of LSk

A which
are LO. The LSk

B representatives are therefore omitted in
Refs. [11,13], although they are included in Ref. [30],
which works to NLO.

In the heavy-light case, however, there are two 4-vectors
available in the chiral theory whose presence does not raise
the order of the operator: the heavy-quark 4-velocity v�
and the light-quark gamma matrix 	�. Therefore the chiral
representatives of the LSk

A operators contribute at the same
order as the representatives of the LSk

B . For heavy-light
decay constants this is NLO—such operators enter into
analytic terms in the calculation presented here, but not in
one-loop diagrams.
014515
III. THE S�PT LAGRANGIAN WITH HEAVY-
LIGHT MESONS

A. Leading order continuum theory

We first discuss standard �PT at LO for heavy-light
mesons in the continuum [31–34]. More precisely in the
current development, this is the LO chiral representative of
the dimension 4 part of the Symanzik Lagrangian, LSk

4 ,
Eq. (2). Because of the heavy-quark spin symmetry in the
static limit, the heavy vector and pseudoscalar mesons are
incorporated into the following field, which destroys a
heavy-light meson

Ha �
1� v6

2
�	�B��a � i	5Ba�; (8)

where v is the meson’s velocity, and a is the combined
light-quark flavor-taste index. The conjugate field creates a
heavy-light meson

H a 
 	0H
y
a	0 � �	

�By��a � i	5B
y
a �

1� v6
2

: (9)

We use B to denote a generic pseudoscalar heavy meson
and B� to denote the corresponding vector meson, but note
that the current formalism will also apply to D and D�

mesons, although at a decreased level of accuracy in the
1=mQ expansion.

Under the SU�2� heavy-quark spin symmetry, the heavy-
light field transforms as

H ! SH;

H ! HSy;
(10)

with S 2 SU�2�, while under the SU�4n�L � SU�4n�R
chiral symmetry,

H ! HUy;

H ! UH;
(11)

with U 2 SU�4n�, and we are keeping the flavor-taste
index implicit.

We use the term ‘‘pion’’ generically to denote any of the
light pseudoscalar mesons. The field describing the pions is
� � exp�i�=f�, where f is the tree-level pion decay con-
stant (f� f� � 131 MeV). In terms involving the heavy
lights, we also need � 


����
�
p
� exp�i�=2f�. These fields

are singlets under the heavy-quark spin symmetry, while
under SU�4n�L � SU�4n�R we have

�! L�Ry; �y ! R�yLy; (12)

�! L�Uy � U�Ry; �y ! R�yUy � U�yLy;

(13)

with L 2 SU�4n�L and R 2 SU�4n�R. Equation (13) de-
fines U, which is a function of the pion fields and the
coordinates, as well as of the global transformations L
and R. Chiral operators are formed from combinations of
-4
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H,H, �, �y and derivatives, as well as other matrices such
as the light-quark mass matrix or taste matrices, so that
they transform in the same manner under the combined
symmetry group as the underlying operators in the
Symanzik action. As usual, this is accomplished by pro-
moting any symmetry-violating factors in the Symanzik
Lagrangian to spurions and choosing the transformation
properties of the spurions to make the Lagrangian
invariant.

For n KS flavors, � � exp�i�=f� is a 4n� 4n matrix,
and � is given by

� �

U �� K� � � �

�	 D K0 � � �

K	 �K0 S � � �

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
.

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; (14)

where U �
P16

��1 U�T�, etc., with the Hermitian taste
generators T� given by

T� � f
5; i
�5; i
��; 
�; 
Ig: (15)

As in Ref. [13] the taste matrices are 
�, with 
�5 
 
�
5.
The 4� 4 identity matrix is 
I 
 I. In this paper, we
define 
�� 
 �1=2��
�; 
�� (rather than simply 
�
�) to
emphasize that terms with � � � are never included; in
Eq. (15) we take �< � only.

The component fields of the diagonal (flavor-neutral)
elements (U�, D�, etc.) are real; the other (charged) fields
are complex (���, K0

�, etc.), such that � is Hermitian. Here
the n � 3 portion of � is shown explicitly. The mass
matrix is the 4n� 4n matrix

M �

muI 0 0 � � �

0 mdI 0 � � �

0 0 msI � � �

..

. ..
. ..

. . .
.

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA; (16)

where again, the portion shown is for the n � 3 case.
It is convenient to define objects involving the � field

that transform only with U and Uy. The two possibilities
with a single derivative are

V � �
i
2
��y@��� �@��y�; (17)

A � �
i
2
��y@��	 �@��y�: (18)

V� transforms like a vector field under the SU�4n�L �
SU�4n�R chiral symmetry and, when combined with the
derivative, can form a covariant derivative acting on the
heavy-light field or its conjugate:

�HD� ��a � HbD�
ba
� 
 @�Ha � iHbV

ba
� ;

� ~D�H�a � ~Dab
� Hb 
 @�Ha 	 iV

ab
� Hb;

(19)

with implicit sums over repeated indices. The covariant
014515
derivatives and A� transform under the chiral symmetry as

HD� � ! �HD� ��U
y;

~D�H ! U� ~D�H�;

A� ! UA�U
y:

(20)

We then write the (Minkowski space) continuum LO
chiral Lagrangian as

L LO;cont � Lpion
LO;cont �L1; (21)

where Lpion
LO;cont is the standard LO light-meson Lagrangian

in the continuum, and L1 is the leading term involving the
heavy lights. As explained in Sec. III B, lattice corrections
affect the heavy-light terms only at NLO, so there is no
need to specify ‘‘cont’’ on L1. We have

Lpion
LO;cont �

f2

8
Tr�@��@��y� �

1

4
�f2 Tr�M��M�y�

	
2m2

0

3
�UI �DI � SI � � � ��

2 (22)

and [34]

L 1 � 	iTr�HHv �D� � � g� Tr�HH	�	5A��: (23)

Tr means the complete trace over flavor-taste indices and,
where relevant, Dirac indices. Since H and H always
appear together in the Lagrangian, we treat HH as a matrix
in flavor-taste space: �HH�ab 
 HaHb. Here and below,
the covariant derivativeD� acts only on the field (in this case
H) immediately preceding it; similarly ~D acts only on the
field immediately following it. As in Ref. [13], it is helpful
for analyzing the quark flow to leave the anomaly (m2

0)
term explicit in Eq. (22) and work with the diagonal fields
U,D, S, . . ., rather than the physical ones�0, �, . . . . At the
end of the calculation, we can take m2

0 !1 and return to
the physical basis [35].

Although fundamentally we are interested in the chiral
effective theory for a Euclidean lattice theory, we find it
more convenient to write the Lagrangian in Minkowski
space to make direct contact with the extensive continuum
literature. A Wick rotation to define the Euclidean Green’s
functions is implicit everywhere.

For the heavy-light decay constants, we also need the
chiral representative of the axial heavy-light current.
Alternatively, one can work with the left-handed current,
which has the advantage that it transforms more simply
under chiral transformations and in addition gives corre-
sponding information about the vector current, useful for
semileptonic form factors. The left-handed current that
destroys a heavy-light meson of flavor-taste b is j�;b,
which at LO takes the form [34]

j�;bLO �
�
2

trD�	
��1	 	5�H��

y��b� (24)

where ��b� is a constant vector that fixes the flavor-taste:
-5
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���b��a � ab, and trD is a trace on Dirac indices only. In
QCD, the decay constant fBa is defined by the matrix
element

h0jj�;bjBa�v�i � ifBamBav
�ab; (25)

where relativistic normalization of the state jBa�v�i is
assumed. At LO in the heavy-light chiral theory, j�;bLO �
i�v�Bb, which gives fLO

Ba
� �= ���������mBa

p . Recall that the fac-
tor ���������mBa
p arises from the differences in normalizations

between relativistic and nonrelativistic states.

B. Power counting

Before considering discretization errors and higher or-
der corrections to Eqs. (21) and (24), we discuss the power
counting assumed in this paper. The staggered chiral
Lagrangian with only light mesons is a joint expansion in
the light-quark mass mq and the lattice spacing a2. In that
case, mq and a2 are taken to be of the same order in the
expansion [11,13]. Since m2

� / mq and the momentum of
external light mesons, p�, is assumed to be of orderm�, we
have p2

� �m2
� �mq � a2 in the power counting.

Upon including Bmesons, we have an additional expan-
sion in the inverse of the heavy-quark mass mQ, and in the
B meson’s residual momentum, k, which we take to be of
the same order as p�. We work to leading order in 1=mQ

only.
The continuum LO chiral Lagrangian, Eq. (21), is there-

fore O�k� �������mq
p

� in the heavy-meson fields and O�mq; a
2�

in the light-meson fields. In each case these are the lowest-
order terms allowed by the continuum symmetries.3 One-
loop diagrams with vertices from Eqs. (21) and (24) and
propagators from Eq. (21) will give O�m2

�� corrections to
physical quantities such as fBa or semileptonic form fac-
tors. Since taste-violating terms of O�a2� in the pion
Lagrangian of S�PT are the same order as those already
included in Eq. (22), we will need to include such terms in
order to calculate the one-loop corrections.

Terms that are higher order than those in Eqs. (21) and
(24) are irrelevant in the one-loop diagrams. They can,
however, make analytic (tree-level) contributions at this
(or, in principle, lower) order. In particular, for fBa we will
need to consider O�

�������mq
p

� and O�mq� corrections to the
existing heavy-light terms in Eqs. (21) and (24). Such
terms in the heavy-light Lagrangian, Eq. (23) are of order
mq � a2 and kmq � ka2; those in the current, Eq. (24), are
of order mq � a2. These corrections are generated by in-
serting, into heavy-light chiral operators, spurions repre-
senting the light-quark mass term in LSk

4 [Eq. (2)] and the
O�a2� taste-violating terms, LSk

6 [Eq. (3)]. There are also
invariant higher order operators that are present even in the
3The O�k0� heavy-quark mass term is absorbed by measuring
heavy-light energies relative to the mass of the heavy meson.
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continuum and chiral limits. These are generated by insert-
ing additional derivative operators, i.e., additional powers
of k. As explained in Sec. III D, such terms do not affect the
decay constants to the order we are working, and we do not
attempt to catalog them completely. We also do not need to
consider here higher order [O�m2

q �mqa2 � a4�] correc-
tions to the pion Lagrangian. Such corrections cannot give
analytic contributions to heavy-light decay constants. They
are, however, relevant to purely light-light physics, as well
as to semileptonic form factors of heavy-light mesons,
which involve a light-light particle. All such terms have
been found in Ref. [30].

Summarizing the discussion of this subsection, we write
our complete chiral Lagrangian as

L � LLO �LNLO; (26)

L LO � Lpions
LO �L1 � Lpions

LO;cont �Lpions
LO;a2 �L1; (27)

L NLO � L2 �L3; (28)

L 2 � L2;k �L2;m �LA
2;a2 �LB

2;a2 ; (29)

L 3 � L3;k �L3;m �LA
3;a2 �LB

3;a2 : (30)

Here, L1, L2, and L3 involve the heavy-light fields and are
of order k, k2 �mq � a

2, and k3 � kmq � ka
2, respec-

tively. The subscripts k,m, or a2 indicate terms that involve
derivatives only, mass spurions, or taste-violating spurions.
The superscripts A and B stand for the type of taste-
violating terms, Eqs. (4) and (5).

Similarly we have for the left-handed current:

j�;b � j�;bLO � j
�;b
NLO; (31)

j�;bNLO � j�;b1 � j�;b2 ; (32)

j�;b1 � j�;b1;k ; (33)

j�;b2 � j�;b2;k � j
�;b
2;m � j

�;b
2;a2;A

� j�;b
2;a2;B

: (34)

Note that insertions of the mass and a2 spurions are always
at least two orders higher in k� �������mq

p , so they do not

appear in j�;b1 .
The continuum LO terms L1, Lpions

LO;cont, and j�;bLO are
given in Eqs. (22)–(24). The remaining contributions,
Lagrangian terms Lpions

LO;a2 , L2, and L3, and current terms

j�;b1 and j�;b2 , are discussed in the following subsections.

C. LO discretization effects

The LO finite lattice-spacing correction, Lpion
LO;a2 , to the

pion Lagrangian is known from previous work [11,13]. We
have
-6
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Lpion
LO;a2 � 	a2V �;

V � � C1 Tr�
�n�5 �
�n�5 �y� � C3
1

2

X
�

�Tr�
�n�� �
�n�� �� � H:c:� � C4
1

2

X
�

�Tr�
�n��5 �
�n�5��� � H:c:�

� C6

X
�<�

Tr�
�n����
�n����y� � C2V
1

4

X
�

�Tr�
�n�� ��Tr�
�n�� �� � H:c:� � C2A
1

4

X
�

�Tr�
�n��5 ��Tr�
�n�5��� � H:c:�

� C5V
1

2

X
�

Tr�
�n�� ��Tr�
�n�� �y� � C5A
1

2

X
�

Tr�
�n��5 ��Tr�
�n�5��y�: (35)
The explicit 4n� 4n matrices 
�n�� in Eq. (35) are defined
by

�
�n�� �ij � 
�ij; (36)

with i and j the SU�n� (light quark) flavor indices, and 
�
the 4� 4 taste matrix, as in Eq. (15). The matrices 
�n��� and

�n��5 are defined similarly.

There are no a2 corrections at LO to L1, Eq. (23), or to
the left-handed current, Eq. (24).

D. Invariant NLO corrections; T symmetry

Even in the chiral and continuum limit, there are invari-
ant terms that can be constructed by adding more deriva-
tives to the lowest-order heavy-light Lagrangian L1, or
current j�;bLO . To our knowledge, a complete catalog of such
terms through O�k3� does not appear in the continuum
literature. These higher derivative terms are in fact irrele-
vant for the heavy-light decay constant to the order we are
working: Derivatives acting on the light-light fields � or �
do not contribute to tree diagrams because there are no
external pions in the matrix element; while terms with a
derivative acting on the heavy-light field in the current, or
more than one derivative acting on a heavy-light field in the
Lagrangian, give a vanishing contribution on shell
(k � 0).4

For semileptonic form factors, e.g., those for B! �,
higher derivative terms do produce analytic corrections at
this order. However, the functional form that such contri-
butions can take is rather limited: In the chiral limit, one
can only get corrections to form factors proportional to v �
p or �v � p�2, where p is the pion 4-momentum. Away from
the chiral limit, there will be additional corrections pro-
portional to p2, but these merely duplicate, on shell, the
effects of mass or a2 spurions.

We thus simply list here a few representative operators
that appear in L2;k, L3;k, j

�;b
1;k , and j�;b2;k :

L 2;k �
i�1

��
Tr��v � ~DHH 	HHv �D� �	�	5A

��

�
�2

��
Tr�H�v � ~D�2H� � � � � ; (37)
4Terms with a single derivative in the Lagrangian do contrib-
ute on shell through wave-function renormalization.
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L3;k �
�3

�2
�

Tr�HH	�	5�v � ~D�
2A��

�
�4

�2
�

Tr�HH ~6D	5v � ~Dv � A� � � � � ; (38)

j�;b1;k �
i�1

��
trD�	��1	 	5�v � ~DH��y��b�

�
�2

��
trD�	

��1	 	5�H�v � A�
y��b� � � � � ; (39)

j�;b2;k �
�3

�2
�

trD�	
��1		5��v � ~D�

2H��y��b�

�
i�4

�2
�

trD�	
��1		5�H�v � ~Dv �A�

y��b����� ; (40)

where the constants �i; �j are taken to be real and dimen-
sionless, �� is the chiral scale, and

~D �A� 
 @�A� 	 i�V�;A��: (41)

The use of time-reversal (T ) symmetry and the require-
ment of Hermiticity for the Lagrangian can be used to
eliminate several other candidate operators from
Eqs. (37)–(40). Because we will also need to use the
consequences of T invariance extensively in Secs. III E
to IV B, we briefly review how it acts on relevant objects,
following Ref. [36]. Let ~p be the parity reflection of a 4-
vector p; in other words ~p� � p�. Then time reversal acts
as follows:

x! 	~x;

v! ~v;

��x� ! 	��	~x�;

��x� ! ��	~x�;

��x� ! ��	~x�;

A��x� ! A��	~x�;

V��x� ! V��	~x�;

~D� ! 	 ~D�;

Hv�x� ! TH~v�	~x�T	1;

Hv�x� ! TH~v�	~x�T	1; (42)
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where the Dirac matrix T has the property T	�T	1 � 	��,
we show the v dependence of H explicitly, and we have
used the antiunitary nature of T .

Requiring T invariance, we can, for example, eliminate
contributions to the Lagrangian such as

Tr �HH	�	5v � ~DA
��: (43)

Adding a factor of i to make this T even, as was done in
Ref. [36], does not in fact save this term because it is then
anti-Hermitian.

E. Quark mass corrections at NLO

Here we discuss operators induced by single insertions
of the light-quark mass spurions in LSk

4 . These produce
corrections to the Lagrangian, namely L2;m and L3;m, and
corrections to the current, j�;b2;m . Of course, such terms are
also present at NLO in the continuum, and the result is
more or less standard [36,37]. However, since many of the
contributions to the discretization corrections (LA

2;a2 , LB
2;a2 ,

LA
3;a2 , LB

3;a2 , j
�;b
2;a2;A

, and j�;b
2;a2;B

) follow the same pattern (see
Secs. IVA and IV B), it is worthwhile to examine the mass
corrections carefully first. In addition, we find some mod-
ifications to the terms written down in Refs. [36,37].

We start by writing down combinations of the light-
quark mass spurions that transform only with U or Uy.
These are

M� � 1
2��M�� �yM�y�; (44)

which transform as M� ! UM�Uy under the chiral
symmetry. Under parity, M� ! �M�, since �! 	�
and �! �y; while both M� and M	 are even under
time reversal. Because trD�HH	5� � 0, the only parity and
chiral invariants we can construct with no derivatives are
Tr�HHM�� and Tr�HH�Tr�M��. We thus have

L 2;m � 2�1 Tr�HHM�� � 2�01 Tr�HH�Tr�M��: (45)

For L3;m, we start with the lists of terms given in
Eq. (16) of Ref. [36] and Eq. (7) of Ref. [37]. Note,
however, that a term like Tr�HH	�	5A

�M�� is not
Hermitian, because the Hermitian conjugate will flip the
order of M� and A�. To make it Hermitian we can write it
in one of two ways

Tr �HH	�	5fA
�;M�g�; iTr�HH	�	5�A

�;M���:

The second term is not invariant under time reversal and
can be dropped. For corresponding terms with M	, it is
the anticommutator that requires a factor of i, since M	 is
anti-Hermitian. Then time-reversal invariance requires that
we build the traces using the commutator �A�;M	� only.
Terms with separately traced operators, such as
Tr�HH	�	5�Tr�A�M��, do not need to be rewritten
with commutators or anticommutators since they are
Hermitian already.
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Terms involving a derivative acting on the heavy-light
fields also require some thought. Hermitian combinations
are

i� ~D�HH 	HHD� ��; ~D�HH �HHD� �:

However, we will not need to include the second combi-
nation, which is a total derivative. When combined a factor
of M�, integration by parts can be used to put the deriva-
tive on the � or �y fields. Such terms can then be rewritten
in terms of A, using i ~D��y � 	A��y or i ~D�� � A��
[36].

Putting together the above discussion, we have

L 3;m � ik1 Tr�HHv �D� M� 	 v � ~DHHM��

� ik2 Tr�HHv �D� 	 v � ~DHH�Tr�M��

� k3 Tr�HH	�	5fA
�;M�g�

� k4 Tr�HH	�	5A
��Tr�M��

� k5 Tr�HH	�	5�Tr�A�M��

� k6 Tr�HH	��A�;M	��: (46)

Note that H and H must be next to each other in these
traces by heavy-quark spin symmetry. The term that in-
volves M	 will not contribute to the decay constants or to
the form factors for semileptonic decays, but we include it
here to complete the list of mass-dependent terms.

For the current, we have

j�;b2;m � �1 trD�	��1	 	5�H�M��y��b�

� �2 trD�	
��1	 	5�H��

y��b� Tr�M��

� �3 trD�	��1	 	5�H�M	�y��b�

� �4 trD�	
��1	 	5�H��

y��b� Tr�M	�: (47)

It is not hard to argue that the heavy-quark spin symmetry
forces the factor 	��1	 	5� to appear next to the field H;
it could not, for example, be replaced with v��1	 	5�. To
show this, one can replace 	��1	 	5� in the QCD current
by a spurion, and give it appropriate transformation prop-
erties under heavy-quark spin symmetry and Lorentz trans-
formations to make the current invariant. A similar
argument will apply even for the more complicated terms
in the current described below.
IV. TASTE BREAKING WITH HEAVY-LIGHT
MESONS

The final needed contributions to the chiral Lagrangian
and current are O�a2� terms involving heavy-light fields:
LA

2;a2 , LB
2;a2 , LA

3;a2 , LB
3;a2 [Eqs. (29) and (30)] and j�;b

2;a2;A
,

j�;b
2;a2;B

[Eq. (34)]. These are constructed by starting with the
dimension-6 terms in the Symanzik Lagrangian, LSk

A and
LSk
B [Eqs. (4) and (5)]. We promote the two explicit taste

matrices in each of these operators to spurion fields, which
-8
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are assigned transformation laws such that the operators
are invariant under the chiral SU�4n�L � SU�4n�R
symmetry.

The heavy-quark spin symmetry requires that we only
have the combination HH in the Lagrangian, and 	��1	
	5�H in the current. Under the chiral symmetry, these
transform as

HH ! UHHUy; 	��1	 	5�H ! 	��1	 	5�HUy:

When doing the spurion analysis, we therefore need to
combine the taste matrices (treated as spurion fields), �,
and �y into operators Oi that obey

O i ! UOiU
y: (48)

We then construct chiral (and heavy-quark spin) invariants
using these spurions and the heavy-light fields. At O�a2�,
exactly two taste spurions will appear in each term in the
Lagrangian and the current. In LA

3;a2 and LB
3;a2 , which are

O�ka2�, a derivative term will also be needed. Either D� or
A� can be used.

A large class of contributions to LA
2;a2 , LA

3;a2 , and j�;b
2;a2;A

can be obtained by first combining both taste spurions into
a single operator that transforms like Eq. (48). As de-
scribed in Sec. IVA, all such operators may be easily found
from known results using a trick. These operators are the
same order in our chiral power counting and have the same
transformation properties as the quark mass terms, M�.
Thus, we can simply replace the M� in Eqs. (45)–(47)
with such two-taste-spurion operators to find all terms in
LA

2;a2 , LA
3;a2 , and j�;b

2;a2;A
in which the two spurions combine

together into a single operator. It is then not hard to catalog
the remaining contributions, which are ones in which the
two spurions are interspersed between HH and A in a
single trace, or are separately traced with HH or A.

Determining the chiral representatives of LSk
B works

similarly. However each chiral invariant constructed from
the spurions will generate several terms in LB

2;a2 , LB
3;a2 , and

j�;b
2;a2;B

, due to various ways of introducing the appropriate
Lorentz indices using v�, 	�, D�, or A�.

A. Discretization errors at NLO: Operators from LSk
A

To find combinations of two taste spurions from LSk
A that

transform like Eq. (48), we can start with the invariant
light-meson operators that result from the spurion analysis.
These are the eight operators given in Eq. (35) [11,13].
From these operators, we can generate all ones that trans-
form like Eq. (48) by simply replacing a factor of � or �y

with, respectively, �2 or ��y�2, permuting the trace so
there is a factor of � or �y at both beginning and end of
the term, and removing the trace. For example,

Tr �
�n�5 �y
�n�5 �� ! �
�n�5 �y
�n�5 � � �
�n�5 �y�y
�n�5 �;

(49)
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where the final form shows explicitly how the result is
composed of the produce of two taste spurions, each trans-
forming like Eq. (48). We call this process ‘‘opening up’’ a
� (or �y). It automatically creates an operator that has the
desired transformation property when the spurions trans-
form as required. Each operator in Eq. (35) thereby gen-
erates two operators, depending on whether one opens up a
� or a �y. As was done for the mass term in Eq. (44), the
two operators can be joined to make Hermitian or anti-
Hermitian combinations, or, equivalently, even or odd
parity combinations. This gives us the following operators
that transform under chiral rotations by Eq. (48):

O A;�
1 � ��
�n�5 �y
�n�5 �� p:c:�;

OA;�
2 �

X
�

���
�n�� ��Tr�
�n�� �� � p:c:�;

OA;�
3 �

X
�

��
�n�� �
�n�� �� p:c:�;

OA;�
4 �

X
�

��
�n��5 �
�n�5��� p:c:�;

OA;�
5 �

X
�

���
�n�� ��Tr�
�n�� �y� � p:c:�;

OA;�
6 �

X
�

X
���

��
�n����y
�n����� p:c:�;

OA;�
7 �

X
�

���
�n��5��Tr�
�n�5��� � p:c:�;

OA;�
8 �

X
�

���
�n��5��Tr�
�n�5��y� � p:c:�;

(50)

where ‘‘p.c.’’ stands for parity conjugate: for example
�p:c: � �y. We have followed the numbering scheme in
Eq. (35), with the exceptions that the operators multiplied
by C2V and C5V in Eq. (35) become OA;�

2 and OA;�
5 , while

those multiplied by C2A and C5A become OA;�
7 and OA;�

8 .
We have also not bothered to keep the conventional factors
of 1=2 and 1=4 from Eq. (35) in our definitions here.
Operators in Eq. (50) with no traces [coming from ones
in Eq. (35) with one trace] correspond to multiplying two
taste spurions transforming like Eq. (48); operators with a
trace [coming from ones in Eq. (35) with two traces]
correspond to tracing one taste spurion and then multi-
plying by the other.

Making the replacement M� ! OA;�
k in Eq. (45), we

then get

L A
2;a2 � a2

X8

k�1

fKA
1;k Tr�HHOA;�

k �

� KA
2;k Tr�HH�Tr�OA;�

k �g: (51)

LA
3;a2 is more complicated, since we can use one factor

of A�. Because A� transforms like HH, there is now an
additional possibility of interspersing single spurions be-
tween A� and HH. A complete spurion analysis is there-
-9
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fore required for such terms. We can follow Appendix B of
Ref. [11], with the simple modifications [13] that we keep
only ‘‘odd-odd’’ operators and make the spurions diagonal
in flavor, as in Eq. (36). We then prepend and append
appropriate factors of � and �y to each spurion to make
5Contributions with � � � are automatically omitted since we
use the definition 
�� � �1=2��
�; 
��.
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it into an operator that transforms like Eq. (48). The result
of this analysis is that a given chiral operator of this kind in
LA

3;a2 will involve a pair of spurion operators, which we call

QA
k and ~QA

k (k � 1; . . . ; 8):
�V � P�; �A� P� ! QA
1 � �
�n�5 �y; ~QA

1 
 �Q
A
1 �p:c: � �y
�n�5 �;

�V � P�; �A� P� ! QA
2 � �
�n�5 �y; ~QA

2 
 QA
2 ;

�S� V�; �P� V�; �T � V� ! QA
3 � �
�n�� �; ~QA

3 
 QA
3 ;

�S� A�; �P� A�; �T � A� ! QA
4 � i�
�n��5�; ~QA

4 
 QA
4 ;

�S� V�; �P� V� ! QA
5 � �
�n�� �; ~QA

5 
 �Q
A
5 �p:c: � �y
�n�� �y;

�V � T�; �A� T� ! QA
6 � i�
�n����

y; ~QA
6 
 �Q

A
6 �p:c: � 	i�

y
�n����;

�V � T�; �A� T� ! QA
7 � i�
�n����

y; ~QA
7 
 QA

7 ;

�S� A�; �P� A� ! QA
8 � i�
�n��5�; ~QA

8 
 �Q
A
8 �p:c: � 	i�

y
�n�5��
y;

(52)

where we show the terms in LSk
A [Eq. (4)] that generate the given spurion operators. The terms �V � S� and �A� S� in the

Symanzik action do not appear in this list since the corresponding spurion operators, such as �
�n�I �
y, are trivial. We have

tried to make the numbering system in Eq. (52) correspond to that in Eqs. (35) and (50) as much as possible. Note that
QA

1 � QA
2 but ~QA

1 � ~QA
2 , and similarly for QA

3 � QA
5 , QA

4 � QA
8 , and QA

6 � QA
7 . Operators obtained by parity conjugating

both QA
k and ~QA

k are not included since they will appear automatically when we demand parity invariance of the chiral
Lagrangian.

We can now construct LA
3;a2 by first replacing M� ! OA;�

k in Eq. (46), and then adding on new operators that

intersperse QA
k and ~QA

k between HH and A�. The result is

LA
3;a2 � a2

X8

k�1

ficA1;k Tr�HHv �D�OA;�
k 	 v � ~DHHOA;�

k � � ic
A
2;k Tr�HHv �D� 	 v � ~DHH�Tr�OA;�

k �

� cA3;k Tr�HH	�	5fA
�;OA;�

k g� � c
A
4;k Tr�HH	�	5A

��Tr�OA;�
k � � c

A
5;k Tr�HH	�	5�Tr�A�OA;�

k �

� cA6;k Tr�HH	��A
�;OA;	

k �� � c
A
7;k�Tr�HH	�	5Q

A
kA

� ~QA
k � � p:c:� � cA8;k�Tr�HH	�	5Q

A
k �Tr�A� ~QA

k � � p:c:�g

� a2
X

k�2;5;7;8

cA9;k�Tr�HH	�Q
A
kA

� ~QA
k � � p:c:� � a2

X
k�1;2;6;7

cA10;k�Tr�HH	�Q
A
k �Tr�A� ~QA

k � � p:c:�: (53)
Here, any taste indices in QA
k and ~QA

k should be contracted;
for example, one should sum over � and � in a term
involving QA

6 , ~QA
6 .5 Note that only a subset of the QA

k is
allowed in the terms with coefficients cA9;k and cA10;k, which
involve 	� as opposed to 	�	5. The parity conjugation
introduces a minus sign, so the terms can only be
Hermitian if ~QAy

k � QA
k (cA9;k term) or QAy

k � QA
k (cA10;k

term). The forbidden terms are anti-Hermitian; adding a
factor of i to make them Hermitian would violate T
invariance.

The reader may wonder whether additional operators in
LA

3;a2 might be constructed using various QA
j and ~QA

j in
place of the OA;�
k . The answer is no, since the correspond-

ing terms would contain either the product QA
j

~QA
j or

QA
j Tr� ~QA

j � (along with appropriate parity-conjugated
terms). In these circumstances, it is easy to check from
Eq. (52) that one reproduces the OA;�

k .
The converse question is why the QA

j , ~QA
j cannot be

found by simply opening up a second � or �y in the OA;�
k .

The reason is that certain allowed combinations of spuri-
ons—namely QA

2 , ~QA
2 and QA

7 ; ~QA
7 —have been eliminated

from V � and hence from OA;�
k because their products are

trivial and their traces vanish. Such combinations can only
be found by returning to the original spurion analysis.

For the current at this order we cannot use A�, so the
replacement M� ! OA;�

k in Eq. (47) is all that is needed.
-10
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We have

j�;b
2;a2;A

� a2
X8

k�1

frA1;k trD�	��1	 	5�H�O
A;�
k �y��b� � rA2;ktrD�	

��1	 	5�H��y��b� Tr�OA;�
k �

� rA3;k trD�	��1	 	5�H�O
A;	
k �y��b� � rA4;k trD�	��1	 	5�H��y��b� Tr�OA;	

k �g: (54)
B. Discretization errors at NLO: Operators from LSk
B

The terms which arise from breaking rotation symmetry at this order can be determined through a spurion analysis that
follows that of Sec. A3 in Ref. [30]. The following pairs of spurions can appear:
�V� � T��; �A� � T�� ! QB
�;1 � i�
�n����

y; ~QB
�;1 
 �Q

B
�;1�p:c: � 	i�

y
�n����;

�T� � V��;! QB
�;2 � �
�n�� �; ~QB

�;2 
 �Q
B
�;2�p:c: � �y
�n�� �y;

�T� � A��;! QB
�;3 � i�
�n��5�; ~QB

�;3 
 �Q
B
�;3�p:c: � 	i�

y
�n�5��
y;

�V� � T��; �A� � T�� ! QB
�;4 � i�
�n����

y; ~QB
�;4 
 QB

�;4;

(55)
where we show the terms in LSk
B [Eq. (5)] that generate the

given spurion operators. The index � is singled out in the
names QB

�;j because it will be repeated 4 times in terms in
LB

3;a2 , thereby breaking separate continuous rotations and
taste symmetries, and leaving only the lattice symmetry of
joint 90� rotations. We do not include the index � in the
namesQB

�;1 andQB
�;4 because �will appear only twice, and

a sum over � will be implied in any terms with QB
�;1, ~QB

�;1
or QB

�;4, ~QB
�;4. The spurions QB

�;j (j � 1; 2; 3; 4) are in fact
the same as QA

6 , QA
5 , QA

8 and QA
7 , respectively.

We can also construct operators, analogous to the OA;�
k ,

out of eitherQB
�;j

~QB
�;j � p:c: orQB

�;j Tr� ~QB
�;j� � p:c: These

are
O B;�
�;1 �

X
���

��
�n����y
�n����� � p:c:;

OB;�
�;2 � ��


�n�
� ��Tr�
�n�� �y� � p:c:;

OB;�
�;3 � ��


�n�
�5��Tr�
�n�5��y� � p:c:

(56)
The numbering here corresponds to that in Eq. (55); QB
�;4,

~QB
�;4 produce no operators of this kind. Note that the

repeated index � is not summed over in Eq. (56); aside
from this these operators are the same as operators OA;�

6 ,
OA;�

5 , and OA;�
8 , respectively. Like the OA;�

k , the OB;�
�;k

transform according to Eq. (48).
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To obtain terms that correspond to LSk
B , we can multiply

either the OB;�
�;k or the QB

�;k, ~QB
�;k by two additional four-

vectors with index �, and sum over �. For LB
2;a2 , we can

employ v� or 	�. We find

L B
2;a2 � a2

X
�

X3

k�1

fKB
1;kv�v

� Tr�HHOB;�
�;k �

� KB
2;kv�v

� Tr�HH�Tr�OB;�
�;k �g: (57)
We have used that fact Tr�HH	�� / Tr�HH�v� to elimi-
nate other possibilities. Terms with QB

�;k, ~QB
�;k are redun-

dant and can be rewritten in terms of OB;�
�;k .

For LB
3;a2 , a single factor of D� or A� is also allowed.

The enumeration then gets quite complicated, because
QB
�;k, ~QB

�;k can appear in the A� terms, and, in addition,
various familiar simplifications cannot be used. For ex-
ample, manipulations that follow from Hv6 � 	H will not
apply when the summation index � in v6 � v�	� also
appears in the taste-violating operators. To make the equa-
tions more manageable, we write

L B
3;a2 � LB;O

3;a2 �LB;Q
3;a2 : (58)
We then obtain
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LB;O
3;a2 � a2

X
�

X3

k�1

ficB1;kTr�HHv�D� �O
B;�
�;k 	v

� ~D�HHOB;�
�;k �� ic

B
2;kTr�HHv�D� �	v� ~D�HH�Tr�OB;�

�;k �

� cB3;kTr�HH	�	5fA
�;OB;�

�;k g�� c
B
4;kTr�HH	�	5A

��Tr�OB;�
�;k �� c

B
5;kTr�HH	�	5�Tr�A�OB;�

�;k �

� cB6;kTr�HH	��A
�;OB;	

�;k ��� ic
B
7;kv�v

�Tr�HHv �D�OB;�
�;k 	v � ~DHHOB;�

�;k �

� icB8;kv�v
�Tr�HHv �D� 	v � ~DHH�Tr�OB;�

�;k �� c
B
9;kv�v

� Tr�HH	�	5fA
�;OB;�

�;k g�

� cB10;kv�v
�Tr�HH	�	5A

��Tr�OB;�
�;k �� c

B
11;kv�v

� Tr�HH	�	5�Tr�A�OB;�
�;k �� c

B
12;kv�v

�Tr�HH	��A
�;OB;	

�;k ��

� cB13;kv
� Tr�HH	�	5fv �A;O

B;�
�;k g�� c

B
14;kv

�Tr�HH	�	5v �A�Tr�OB;�
�;k �� c

B
15;kv

�Tr�HH	�	5�Tr�v �AOB;�
�;k �

� cB16;kv
� Tr�HH	��	5fA

�;OB;�
�;k g�� c

B
17;kv

�Tr�HH	��	5�Tr�A�OB;�
�;k �� c

B
18;kv

�Tr�HH	��	5A
��Tr�OB;�

�;k �

� cB19;kv
� Tr�HH	��fA

�;OB;	
�;k g�� c

B
20;kv

�Tr�HH	���Tr�A�OB;	
�;k �g: (59)

A sum over the repeated index � is implied, and 	�� 
 �1=2��	�; 	��. We have used the fact that Tr�OB;	
�;k � vanishes for all

k.
For LB;Q

3;a2 , we find

L B;Q
3;a2 � a2

X
�

�X4

k�1

�cB21;k�Tr�HH	�	5Q
B
�;kA

� ~QB
�;k� � p:c:� � cB22;k�Tr�HH	�	5Q

B
�;k�Tr�A� ~QB

�;k� � p:c:�

� cB23;kv�v
��Tr�HH	�	5QB

�;kA
� ~QB

�;k� � p:c:� � cB24;kv�v
��Tr�HH	�	5QB

�;k�Tr�A� ~QB
�;k� � p:c:�

� cB25;kv
��Tr�HH	�	5QB

�;kv � A ~QB
�;k� � p:c:� � cB26;kv

��Tr�HH	�	5QB
�;k�Tr�v � A ~QB

�;k� � p:c:�

� cB27;kv
��Tr�HH	��	5Q

B
�;kA

� ~QB
�;k� � p:c:� � cB28;kv

��Tr�HH	��	5Q
B
�;k�Tr�A� ~QB

�;k� � p:c:��

�
X

k�2;3;4

�cB29;k�Tr�HH	�QB
�;kA

� ~QB
�;k� � p:c:� � cB30;kv�v

��Tr�HH	�QB
�;kA

� ~QB
�;k� � p:c:��

�
X
k�1;4

�cB31;k�Tr�HH	�QB
�;k�Tr�A� ~QB

�;k� � p:c:� � cB32;kv�v
��Tr�HH	�QB

�;k�Tr�A� ~QB
�;k� � p:c:��

� cB33;1v
��Tr�HH	��QB

�;1A
� ~QB

�;1� � p:c:� �
X
k�2;3

�cB34;kv
��Tr�HH	��QB

�;k�Tr�A� ~QB
�;k� � p:c:��

�
: (60)

The additional implicit taste index � that appears in QB
�;1, ~QB

�;1 or QB
�;4, ~QB

�;4 should be summed. As in Eq. (53), only a
subset of theQB

�;k is allowed by Hermiticity and T invariance in terms where the parity conjugate introduces a minus sign.
Since A is an axial vector, these are the terms without an explicit 	5.

Note that we have raised one space-time � index in each term in Eqs. (59) and (60) because we are using Minkowski
space conventions. We also emphasize that the 	� here, and elsewhere in the chiral Lagrangian, are always Minkowski
ones. The taste � index on OB;�

�;k and QB
�;k, ~QB

�;k is not affected by going to Minkowski space, and taste matrices 
� obey
Euclidean conventions.

Proceeding to the current, we have

j�;b
2;a2;B

� a2
X3

k�1

�
rB1;k trD�	

��1	 	5�H�O
B;�
�;k �

y��b� � rB2;k trD�	
��1	 	5�H��

y��b� Tr�OB;�
�;k �

� rB3;k trD�	
��1	 	5�H�O

B;	
�;k �

y��b� � rB4;k trD�	
��1	 	5�H��

y��b� Tr�OB;	
�;k �

�
X
�

�rB5;k trD�	
��1	 	5�H�v�v

�OB;�
�;k �

y��b� � rB6;k trD�	
��1	 	5�H��

y��b�v�v
� Tr�OB;�

�;k �

� rB7;k trD�	��1	 	5�H�v�v�O
B;	
�;k �

y��b� � rB8;k trD�	��1	 	5�H��y��b�v�v� Tr�OB;	
�;k �

� rB9;k trD�	��1	 	5�H	��v�O
B;�
�;k �

y��b� � rB10;k trD�	��1	 	5�H	���y��b�v� Tr�OB;�
�;k �

� rB11;k trD�	��1	 	5�H	��v�O
B;	
�;k �

y��b� � rB12;k trD�	��1	 	5�H	���y��b�v� Tr�OB;	
�;k ��

�
: (61)
Here the repeated index � is not summed over.
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Despite the complexity of Eqs. (51)–(61), the effect of
these terms on the heavy-light decay constant is extremely
simple. At this order, the terms can contribute only at tree
level, so we can set � � 1 and A� � 0. Each term then
either vanishes outright, is nonvanishing but does not
contribute to fB, or reduces to an additive constant in fB
that is proportional to a2. In particular, there are no
rotation-violating contributions to fB until higher order.
All these a2 analytic terms thus combine and lead merely
to the presence of one additional unknown parameter in
S�PT chiral fits, compared to continuumlike chiral fits.
V. CHIRAL LOGARITHMS IN fB AT ONE LOOP

Before calculating the one-loop diagrams, we need to
write down the propagators of the heavy-light and pion
fields, as well as the vertices coupling them. We use the
notation f �g�k� to denote the Minkowski space propaga-
tor of fields  and � with momentum k. Then, from the LO
heavy-light Lagrangian L1, Eq. (23), we have

fBaB
y
b g�k� �

iab
2�v � k� i��

; (62)

fB��aB
�y
�bg�k� �

	iab�g�� 	 v�v��

2�v � k� i��
: (63)

Here a; b indicate the flavor-taste of the light quarks.
Lower case Latin indices from the beginning of the alpha-
bet (a; b; c; d; . . . ) will always serve as such flavor-taste
indices; in the full QCD case they run over 4Nf values,
where Nf is the number of light sea-quark flavors.

Since taste violations do not appear in L1, Eqs. (62) and
(63) are the same as in the continuum theory [34], except
that flavor-taste indices replace pure flavor indices.
Similarly, the BB�� vertex looks identical to that in
Ref. [34] aside from the redefinition of the indices and a
factor of 1=2 in the present case coming from our normal-
ization of the taste generators, Eq. (15). The term in the
interaction Lagrangian that gives this vertex is

ig�
f
�B�y�aBb 	 B

y
aB��b�@

��ba; (64)

where repeated indices are summed. The other needed
vertex comes from the B�� term in the expansion of the
LO current, Eq. (24). We have

j�;bLO � i�v�
�
Bb 	

1

8f2 Ba�ac�cb � � � �

�
; (65)

where repeated indices are again summed and � � � repre-
sents terms involving B� or other numbers of pions, which
do not contribute to the decay constant at this order.

When necessary, each flavor-taste index can be replaced
by a pair of indices representing flavor and taste separately.
We use Latin indices in the middle of the alphabet (i; j; . . . )
as pure flavor indices, which take on the values 1; 2; . . . ; Nf
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in full QCD. Greek indices at the beginning of the alphabet
(�;�; 	; . . . ) will be used for quark taste indices, running
from 1 to 4. Thus we can replace a! i� and write, for
example,

fBi�B
y
j�g�k� �

iij��
2�v � k� i��

: (66)

For light mesons, the LO Lagrangian Lpions
LO , Eq. (27),

includes both the continuum terms Lpions
LO;cont and the leading

a2 corrections Lpions
LO;a2 . As in Ref. [13], we treat explicitly

the ‘‘hairpin’’ terms arising from the m2
0 contribution to

Eq. (22) and the C2V , C2A, C5V , and C5A contributions to
Eq. (35) by separating out the disconnected parts of meson
propagators. The remainder of Lpions

LO determines the con-
nected pion propagators:

f��
ij�

�0

j0i0 gconn�p� �
iii0jj0��0

p2 	m2
ij;� � i�

(67)

where � is one of the 16 meson tastes [as defined after
Eq. (14)], and mij;� is the tree-level mass of a taste-�
meson composed of quarks of flavor i and j:

m2
ij;� � ��mi �mj� � a

2��: (68)

Here �� is the taste splitting, which can be expressed in
terms of C1, C3, C4 and C6 in Eq. (35) [13].

Because of the residual SO�4� taste symmetry [11] at
this order, the mesons within a given taste multiplet (P, V,
T, A, or I) are degenerate in mass. When it is not important
to specify the particular member of the multiplet in ques-
tion, we will usually just name the multiplet, for example:

m2
ij;V � ��mi �mj� � a2�V: (69)

Since the heavy-light propagators are most simply writ-
ten with flavor-taste indices, as in Eqs. (62) and (63), it is
convenient for current purposes to rewrite Eq. (67) in
flavor-taste notation also:

f�ab�b0a0 gconn�p� 
 f�i�;j��j0�0;i0�0 gconn�p�

�
X
�

iii0jj0T
�
��T

�
�0�0

p2 	m2
ij;� � i�

; (70)

where T� are the 16 taste generators, Eq. (15).
For flavor-charged pions (i � j), the complete propaga-

tors are just the connected propagators in Eq. (67) or (70).
However, for flavor-neutral pions (i � j), there are discon-
nected contributions coming from one or more hairpin
insertions. At LO, these appear only for taste singlet,
vector, or axial-vector pions. Denoting the Minkowski
hairpin vertices as 	i0�, we have [13]
-13



FIG. 1. Terms which contribute to the one-loop heavy-light
meson decay constant, arising from wave-function renormaliza-
tion. The thick solid lines are the heavy-light mesons, and the
dashed lines are the light pseudoscalars (i.e., pions). The solid
squares are the current insertions. The cross indicates a discon-
nected propagator, Eq. (75); a pion line without a cross is
connected.
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0��

8>>>><
>>>>:

a20V; T�2f
�g �taste vector�;
a20A; T�2f
�5g �taste axial vector�;
4m2

0=3; T��
I �taste singlet�;
0; T�2f
��;
5g �taste tensor or pseudoscalar�

(71)

with

0V�A� 

16

f2 �C2V�A� 	 C5V�A��: (72)

The disconnected pion propagator is then

f��
ij�

�0

j0i0 gdisc�p� � ijj0i0��0D
�
ii;i0i0 ; (73)

where [13]

D �
ii;i0i0 � 	i

0
�

i

�p2 	m2
ii;��

i

�p2 	m2
i0i0;��

�
�p2 	m2

U;���p
2 	m2

D;���p
2 	m2

S;��

�p2 	m2
�0;���p

2 	m2
�;���p

2 	m2
�0;��

:

(74)

For concreteness we have assumed that there are three sea-
quark flavors: u, d, and s; the generalization toNf flavors is
immediate. Here mU;� 
 muu;� is the mass of a taste-�
pion made from a u and a �u quark, neglecting hairpin
mixing (and similarly for mD;� and mS;�), m�0;�, m�;�,
and m�0;� are the mass eigenvalues after mixing is in-
cluded, and the i� terms have been left implicit. When
specifying the particular member of a taste multiplet ap-
pearing in the disconnected propagator is unnecessary, we
will abuse this notation slightly following Eq. (69) and
refer to DV

ii;i0i0 , D
A
ii;i0i0 , or DI

ii;i0i0 . In flavor-taste notation we
have

f�ab�b0a0 gdisc�p� 
 f�i�;j��j0�0;i0�0 gdisc�p�

� ijj0i0
X
�

T�
��T

�
�0�0D

�
ii;i0i0 : (75)

Equations (73)–(75) apply both to full and partially
quenched QCD. In the latter case, i and i0 can represent
(quenched) valence quarks. Below, we will need the dis-
connected propagator only when i and i0 both denote a
particular valence quark: call it flavor x. Letting X be the
flavor-neutral meson consisting of an x and an �x, we will
use the simplified notation D�

XX 
D�
xx;xx or, for example,

DV
XX 
DV

xx;xx.
We now calculate the one-loop decay constant, fBa , of a

heavy-light pseudoscalar meson with light flavor-taste a.
The calculation is done in the 4� 4� 4 theory, where
there are four tastes per flavor. We then adjust the result
for the 1� 1� 1 (one taste per flavor) case of interest. We
work out explicitly the partially quenched case; full theory
results are easily obtained by taking appropriate limits. The
valence flavor is called x; the valence taste, �. In other
014515
words, we replace a! x�. As will be seen, the decay
constant does not depend on the taste of the valence quark,
so we may write fBa ! fBx .

At one loop, we express the decay constant as

fBx � fLO
Bx

�
1�

1

16�2f2 fBx � analytic terms
�
: (76)

Recall that the lowest-order term fLO
Bx

depends on the light
valence flavor in a rather trivial way: fLO

Bx
� �= ��������mBx

p . The
one-loop diagrams that contribute to fBx are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2, where the cross indicates a disconnected pion
propagator (i.e., one or more hairpin insertions for the
singlet, vector and axial tastes). The terms in Fig. 3 vanish
because the integrals produce an overall factor of v� on
shell, which is then multiplied by the projector g�� 	
v�v�.

The diagrams in Fig. 1 contribute to the heavy-light
wave-function renormalization. Using the propagators
and vertices defined above, one easily sees that the self-
energy Sab is proportional to the identity in taste space, and
is diagonal in flavor. We thus have

Sab�v � k� 
 Si�;j��v � k� � ��ij ~Si�v � k�: (77)

Flavor symmetry (broken by the diagonal mass terms)
guarantees this flavor structure. The taste independence
follows from the residual discrete taste symmetry of the
light quarks, which corresponds to the shift symmetry in
the staggered action. This symmetry is

qi ! �1  
��qi; �qi ! �qi�1  
��; (78)

at the level of the Symanzik action; while at the chiral level
it is
-14



FIG. 2. Contributions to the one-loop heavy-light meson decay
constant coming from corrections to the current insertion.
Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 3. Terms which in principle arise at one loop in the decay
constant but vanish since they are proportional to v��g�� 	
v�v��.
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�! 
�n�� �
�n�� ;

�! 
�n�� �

�n�
� ;

H ! H
�n�� ;

H ! 
�n�� H:

(79)

Note that the symmetry is diagonal in flavor; the trans-
formation acts only on the taste indices and affects all
light-quark flavors identically.

The one-loop wave-function renormalization, ZBx , for
Bx is then

ZBx �
1

2

d~Sx�v � k�
d�v � k�

��������v�k�0
: (80)

This contributes an amount fZBx to fBx . We find (in the
4� 4� 4 theory)

fZBx�
1

2
�16�2f2�ZBx

�
g2
�

8
�g��	v�v��

Z d4p

�2

p�p�

�v �p� i��2

�

�X
f;�

i

p2	m2
xf;�� i�

�DI
XX�4DV

XX�4DA
XX

�
;

(81)

where � runs over the 16 pion tastes, and f runs over the
three sea quarks, u, d, and s. The term summed over f and
� arises from the ‘‘connected’’ diagram, Fig. 1(a); as we
will see below, it involves an internal sea-quark loop. The
remaining terms come from the ‘‘disconnected’’ diagram,
Fig. 1(b). We have summed over the four degenerate vector
and axial disconnected contributions, as seen by the factors
of four in front of DV and DA.

The current corrections contribute an amount fcur
Bx

to
fBx . Computing the diagrams in Fig. 2, we obtain (in the
4� 4� 4 theory)
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fcur
Bx
� 	

1

8

Z d4p

�2

�X
f;�

i

p2 	m2
xf;� � i�

�DI
XX

� 4DV
XX � 4DA

XX

�
: (82)

These chiral integrals are similar to those that appear [13]
for the decay constant, fP, of a partially quenched pion P.
The main difference is that here we have a single light
valence quark x, whereas P is a bound state of two light
valence quarks, x and �y. So the corresponding integrals in
the fP case have additional contributions with x! y in
various terms.

We now need to convert Eqs. (81) and (82) from a 4�
4� 4 to a 1� 1� 1 theory. This can easily be done with a
quark-flow analysis, following Ref. [13]. The g� vertex at
the quark level is shown in Fig. 4(a); the current vertex at
second order in the pion fields is depicted in Fig. 4(b). The
connected terms in Eqs. (81) and (82) that come from these
vertices thus involve an internal quark loop, shown in
Fig. 5(a), and should be multiplied by a factor of 1=4. As
described in Ref. [13], the only other changes in going
from 4� 4� 4 to 1� 1� 1 appear in the mass eigen-
states of the full flavor-neutral propagators. This is due to
the factors of 1=4 that are associated with iteration of the
two-point vertex, Eq. (71), in Fig. 5(c).

In the 1� 1� 1 theory, we thus have

fZBx �
g2
�

8
�g�� 	 v�v��

Z d4p

�2

p�p�

�v � p� i��2

�

�
1

4

X
f;�

i

p2 	m2
xf;� � i�

�DI
XX � 4DV

XX

� 4DA
XX

�
; (83)

fcur
Bx
� 	

1

8

Z d4p

�2

�
1

4

X
f;�

i

p2 	m2
xf;� � i�

�DI
XX

� 4DV
XX � 4DA

XX

�
; (84)
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FIG. 4. Relevant vertices at the quark level. (a) is the g�
vertex. (b) is the second-order diagram coming from the current.
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where the mass eigenvalues that appear in DI, DV , and
DA [cf. Eq. (74)] are now the 1� 1� 1 values [13]. For
example, with three sea-quark flavors,m�0;I �m

2
0 for large

m2
0, rather than the value 4m2

0 that follows from Eq. (22).
After the m2

0 ! 1 limit is taken, this implies that the DI

contribution is 4 times larger in the 1� 1� 1 theory than
in the 4� 4� 4 theory.

The disconnected propagators in Eqs. (83) and (84) can
then be written as a sum of single or double poles using the
residue functions introduced in Ref. [13]. We define fmg 

fm1; m2; . . . ; mng as the set of masses that appear in the
denominator of Eq. (74), and f�g 
 f�1; �2; . . . ; �kg as
the numerator set of masses. Then, for n > k and all masses
distinct, we have

I �n;k��fmg; f�g� 


Qk
i�1�q

2 	�2
i �Qn

j�1�q
2 	m2

j � i��

�
Xn
j�1

�	1�n�k�1R�n;k�j �fmg; f�g�

q2 	m2
j � i�

; (85)
FIG. 5. Quark-flow diagrams that contribute to fB, correspond-
ing to Figs. 1 (left-hand side) and 2 (right-hand side). The dashed
lines here are the light quarks while solid lines are the heavy
quarks.
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where

R�n;k�j �fmg; f�g� 


Qk
i�1��

2
i 	m

2
j �Q

r�j
�m2

r 	m2
j �

: (86)

If there is one double-pole term for q2 � m2
‘ (where m‘ 2

fmg), then

I �n;k�dp �m‘;fmg;f�g�


Qk
i�1�q

2	�2
i �

�q2	m2
‘� i��

Qn
j�1�q

2	m2
j� i��

�
@

@m2
‘

Xn
j�1

�	1�n�k�1R�n;k�j �fmg;f�g�

q2	m2
j� i�

:

(87)

We use the same definitions of the residues R�n;k�j as in
Ref. [13]; the factors of �	1�n�k�1 arise from the fact that
the residues were defined for Euclidean space integrals, but
we are working in Minkowski space here.

Using Eqs. (85) and (87), the integration in Eq. (84) is
immediate, and that in Eq. (83) is standard in the contin-
uum heavy-light literature. We follow Ref. [36] and define
(in 4	 �̂ dimensions, with chiral scale ��)

J���m;�� 
 i��̂
�

Z d4	�̂p

�2��4	�̂

�
p�p�

�p2 	m2 � i���v � p	 �� i��

�
1

16�2 ��J1�m;��g
�� � J2�m;��v

�v��:

(88)

� in this equation should not be confused with the ��

defined in Eq. (68). For Eq. (83), we need only

�g�� 	 v�v��
@J���m;��

@�

����������0

�
3

16�2

@�J1�m;��
@�

����������0
! 	

3

16�2 ‘�m
2�; (89)

�g�� 	 v�v��
@

@m2

@J���m;��
@�

����������0

�
3

16�2

@

@m2

@J1�m;��
@�

����������0
!

3

16�2
~‘�m2�: (90)

As in Ref. [13], we use the arrow to denote the fact that we
drop the analytic terms and keep only the chiral logarithms.
The functions ‘ and ~‘ are defined as

‘�m2� 
 m2 ln
m2

�2
�

�infinite volume�; (91)
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~‘�m2� 
 	
@

@m2 ‘�m
2� � 	 ln

�
m2

�2
�

�
	 1

�infinite volume�:

(92)

These are the infinite volume forms; the effect of finite
spatial volume will be discussed in Sec. VIII.

For Eq. (84) we need the Minkowski version of the
integrals defined in Ref. [13]:

I1�m2� 
 i��̂
�

Z d4	�̂p

�2��4	�̂
1

�p2 	m2 � i��
!

1

16�2 ‘�m
2�;

(93)
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I2�m
2�
 i��̂

�

Z d4	�̂p

�2��4	�̂
1

�p2	m2� i��2
!	

1

16�2
~‘�m2�:

(94)
VI. FINAL NLO RESULTS

Now we are ready to write down the full NLO result,
including the analytic terms.

After performing the integrals using Eqs. (89)–(94), we
get for the 1� 1� 1 partially quenched case with all
masses unequal:
�fBx
fLO
Bx

�
1�1�1

� 1�
1

16�2f2

1� 3g2
�

2

�
	

1

16

X
f;�

‘�m2
xf;�� 	

1

3

X
j2M�3;x�

I

@

@m2
X;I

�R�3;3�j �M�3;x�
I ;��3�I �‘�m

2
j ��

	

�
a20V

X
j2M�4;x�

V

@

@m2
X;V

�R�4;3�j �M�4;x�
V ;��3�V �‘�m

2
j �� � �V ! A�

��

� cs�mu �md �ms� � cvmx � caa
2; (95)
where f runs over the three sea quarks u, d, and s, � runs
over the 16 meson tastes, and the sets of masses in the
residues are defined as follows (with taste labels implicit):

��3� � fm2
U;m

2
D;m

2
Sg; (96)

M �3;x� � fm2
X;m

2
�0 ; m2

�g; (97)

M �4;x� � fm2
X;m

2
�0 ; m2

�;m2
�0 g: (98)

The analytic terms in Eq. (95) come from wave-function
renormalization contributions from L3 [Eqs. (46), (53),
and (58)], as well as from higher order corrections to the
current j�;b2 [Eqs. (47), (54), and (61)]. The LECs cs, cv
and ca can be written as linear combinations of the large
number of constants appearing in L3 and j�;b2 . However,
such expressions are unlikely to be useful, and we omit
them here.

Of relevance to MILC simulations is the case where the
up and down quark masses are degenerate, the 2� 1 case.
Setting mu � md � ml, we obtain
�fBx
fLO
Bx

�
2�1
� 1�

1

16�2f2

1� 3g2
�

2

�
	

1

16

X
f;�

‘�m2
xf;�� 	

1

3

X
j2M�2;x�

I

@

@m2
X;I

�R�2;2�j �M�2;x�
I ;��2�I �‘�m

2
j ��

	

�
a20V

X
j2M̂�3;x�

V

@

@m2
X;V

�R�3;2�j �M̂�3;x�
V ;��2�V �‘�m

2
j �� � �V ! A�

��
� cs�2ml �ms� � cvmx � caa2; (99)

where

��2� � fm2
U;m

2
Sg; (100)
M �2;x� � fm2
X;m

2
�g; (101)

M̂ �3;x� � fm2
X;m

2
�;m2

�0 g: (102)

Another interesting limit is the case of Nf degenerate flavors of sea quarks of mass mf.
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�fBx
fLO
Bx

�
Nfdegen

� 1�
1

16�2f2

1� 3g2
�

2

�
	
Nf
16

X
�

‘�m2
xf;�� 	

1

Nf
��m2

X;I 	m
2
ff;I�

~‘�m2
X;I� 	 ‘�m

2
X;I��

	

�
a20V

@

@m2
X;V

��m2
ff;V 	m

2
X;V�‘�m

2
X;V� 	 �m

2
ff;V 	m

2
�0;V�‘�m

2
�0;V�

m2
�0;V 	m

2
X;V

�

� �V ! A�
��
� Nfcsmf � cvmx � caa

2; (103)
where, in this case,

m2
�0;V � m2

ff;V �
Nf
4
a20V; (104)

and similarly for m2
�0;A. The result in Eq. (103) reduces to

that of Sharpe and Zhang [38] in the continuum limit.6 The
6Note that the analytic term coming from the 	1 in our
Eq. (92) is absorbed into the LECs in Eq. (3.6) of Ref. [38].
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1=Nf dependence of the taste-singlet term in Eq. (103) is
characteristic of the disconnected contribution and arises
from the fact that m�0;I � Nfm

2
0=3 for large m2

0 in the 1�
1� 1� � � � theory.

We now turn to full QCD, where the valence quark is one
of the light sea quarks. In the 2� 1 case, we have
�fBu
fLO
Bu

�
2�1 full

� 1�
1

16�2f2
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1� 3g2
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2

��
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16
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2; (105)
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2: (106)
We have used the fact that m2
�;I � �2m

2
S;I �m

2
�;I�=3 at this

order to simplify the taste-singlet residues. Note that, as
expected for full QCD, there are no longer any double-pole
contributions. In the continuum limit Eqs. (105) and (106)
reduce to known full QCD results [32,33,38].

VII. CHIRAL-SCALE DEPENDENCE AND
LOW-ENERGY CONSTANTS

The effect of a change in the chiral scale �� can be
absorbed into the LECs cs, cv, and ca. In fact, the change of
most of the one-loop terms is proportional to taste-split
squared meson masses, rather than quark masses per se,
since it is the meson masses that appear in the nonanalytic
terms. It has therefore proved convenient for light [10] and
heavy-light [9] lattice calculations to rewrite the analytic
terms as functions of meson masses, rather than quark
masses, and, specifically, to use those combinations of
meson masses that arise naturally from a change in scale
in the nonanalytic terms. Since squared meson masses have
additive contributions proportional to a2 due to taste vio-
lations [see Eq. (68)], this procedure automatically intro-
duces some a2 terms proportional to cv and cs, and is
equivalent to a redefinition ca ! Ca � ca 	 �vcv 	
�scs, where �v;s are constants.

The redefinition is convenient because the scale depen-
dence of Ca is simplified and no longer depends on the
splittings ��. More importantly, the procedure has a prac-
tical advantage for reducing lattice errors. From the simu-
lations, Ca seems to be significantly smaller than ca. In
other words, most of the discretization error from the light
quarks appears to be due to the a2 dependence of the light-
meson masses in the chiral loops. To the extent this is true,
i.e., that Ca can be neglected in first approximation, the a2

dependence is tied to the mass dependence through cv and
-18
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cs. This means that a determination of the mass depen-
dence at fixed lattice spacing can be used to estimate the
lattice-spacing dependence.

The appropriate redefinitions do not depend on the quark
masses, but, like the LECs themselves, they do depend on
Nf. Therefore it is most convenient to work with the case of
degenerate sea-quark masses but arbitrary Nf, Eq. (103).
Using Eq. (68), we can write the change in the chiral log
contribution fBx [cf. Eq. (76)] under a change �� !

~��

in the chiral scale as

fBx ! fBx � log�~�2=�2�
�1� 3g2

��

2

�

�N2
f 	 4

2Nf
�2�mx � a

2�val� �
N2
f � 2

2Nf
�2�mf

� a2�sea� � a2�0V � 
0
A�

�
; (107)

where

�val 

N2
f

N2
f 	 4

��	
4

N2
f 	 4

�I; (108)
�sea 

N2
f

N2
f � 2

���
2

N2
f � 2

�I; (109)

with �I the taste-singlet splitting and �� the average split-
ting:

�� �
1

16

X
�

�� �
1

16
�4�A � 6�T � 4�V ��I�: (110)

Based on Eq. (107), it is natural to redefine the LECs by

Nfcsmf � cvmx � caa2 ! NfCs�2�mf � a2�sea�

� Cv�2�mx � a2�val�

� Caa
2 (111)

for degenerate quarks [e.g., in Eq. (103)], or

cs�mu �md �ms � � � �� � cvmx � caa
2

! Cs�2��mu �md �ms � � � �� � Nfa2�sea�

� Cv�2�mx � a2�val� � Caa2 (112)

in the general case [e.g., in Eq. (95)]. With these redefini-
tions, the change in the LECs under a chiral-scale change is
014515
rather simple:

Cs�~��� � Cs���� 	 log�~�2
�=�2

��
�1� 3g2

��

32�2f2

�N2
f � 2�

2N2
f

;

Cv�~��� � Cv���� 	 log�~�2
�=�2

��
�1� 3g2

��

32�2f2

�N2
f 	 4�

2Nf
;

Ca�~��� � Ca���� 	 log�~�2
�=�2

��
�1� 3g2

��

32�2f2 �
0
v � 0A�:

(113)
We emphasize that the redistribution of the a2 terms in
Eqs. (111) or (112) is not unique, and it is possible to move
them from Cs to Cv without complicating the transforma-
tion properties of Ca under chiral-scale change. In the
mixed meson terms mxf;� in Eq. (103), for example, we
have chosen to associate half of each splitting with the
valence quark x and half with the sea quark f. This is
simple and ‘‘natural,’’ but not required. The freedom stems
from the fact that we have only one condition coming from
chiral-scale invariance, but two LECs (Cv and Cs) with
which we want to associate a2 dependence. This lack of
uniqueness is particularly apparent in the case Nf � 2,
where the choice we made for �val in Eq. (108) blows
up. The problem is that, for Nf � 2, the change in the
chiral logs under change in chiral scale has no term that is
proportional to mx [see Eq. (107)]. In this case, one might
wish to associate all the splittings with the sea quark. Of
course, a redefinition like Eq. (111) or (112) is completely
consistent for any choice of �sea and �val. Some redefini-
tions are ‘‘better’’ than others, however, if they result in a
smaller Ca, and our choice does seem to work in the Nf �
3 case [9].
VIII. FINITE VOLUME CORRECTIONS

In computing the finite volume corrections, we assume
that the lattice size in the time direction is larger than in the
spatial directions, and indeed is large enough that it may be
treated as infinite to a very good approximation. This is the
case for the MILC lattices [10,25]. We are thus interested
in corrections due to finite spatial volume only.
Furthermore, we assume that the heavy-light meson is at
rest: v� � �1; 0; 0; 0�. This is the case in all lattice simu-
lations of the decay constant except those of ‘‘moving
NRQCD’’ [39].

For integrals of the form of Eqs. (93) and (94), which
come from light-meson tadpole loops, the corrections are
expressed in a convenient form in Ref. [12]. The results of
these integrals appear in our final answers, Eqs. (95)–
(106), in the terms multiplied by the ‘‘1’’ in the factor 1�
3g2

�. For such terms, we merely need to make the replace-
ments [12]
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‘�m2� ! ‘1�m
2� 
 ‘�m2� �m21�mL�

�finite volume; “1 terms”�;
(114)

~‘�m2� ! ~‘1�m
2� 
 ~‘�m2� � 3�mL�

�finite volume; “1 terms”�;
(115)

in Eqs. (91) and (92), where

1�mL� �
4

mL

X
~r�0

K1�j ~rjmL�
j ~rj

; (116)

3�mL� � 2
X
~r�0

K0�j ~rjmL�; (117)

with K0 and K1 the Bessel functions of imaginary
argument.

The integrals that involve a heavy-light meson in the
loop appear in our final answers in the terms multiplied by
g2
�. For these integrals, Eqs. (89) and (90), the finite

volume corrections can be determined by comparison
with the corrections to Eqs. (93) and (94). To do this, we
first perform the integrals over p0 in both cases. This
integration is not affected by finite volume corrections
since the time extent of the lattices is taken to be infinite.
We obtain

I1�m2��
Z d3p

�2��3
1

2
�����������������
~p2�m2

p ;

�g��	v�v��
@J���m;��

@�

����������0
�	

Z d3p

�2��3
~p2

2� ~p2�m2�3=2

�	

�
I1�2m2 @I1

@m2

�
:

(118)

Since the finite volume correction to I1 is given by
Eq. (114), the correction to the heavy-light integral
Eq. (89) is now determined via Eq. (118). Corrections to
the integrals with double poles, Eqs. (90) and (94), follow
by differentiation with respect to m2.

The prescription for finite volume corrections to the
terms proportional to g2

�, is then

‘�m2� ! ‘g�m2� 
 ‘�m2� �
m2

3
�1�mL� 	 23�mL��

�finite volume; “g2
� terms”�;

(119)

~‘�m2� ! ~‘g�m2� 
 ~‘�m2� � 3�mL� 	
2

3
5�mL�

�finite volume; “g2
� terms”�;

(120)

where
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5�mL� 
 	
mL
2
03�mL� � mL

X
~r�0

j ~rjK1�j~rjmL�; (121)

with the prime denoting differentiation with respect to the
argument. We have used K00�z� � 	K1�z� and the relation
3�mL� � 	1�mL� 	 �mL=2�01�mL� [12].

We note that our procedure for finding finite volume
corrections of heavy-light integrals works well only for the
rather simple integrals needed here. It does not easily
generalize to cases where the time extent is finite or where
the variable � in Eq. (88) is nonzero. The latter case is
particularly important since it is needed for semileptonic
form factors, as well as for 1=mQ and O�m2

q� corrections.
The finite size effects for heavy-light �PT have been
studied in much more generality in Ref. [40].

IX. REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have determined the heavy-light S�PT Lagrangian
to NLO and used it to compute the heavy-light decay
constant in partially quenched and full QCD. The heavy-
light part of the chiral Lagrangian is identical at leading
order to that in the continuum, aside from the extra taste
degrees of freedom, which enter trivially. Thus taste-
violating effects appear in the one-loop chiral logarithms
only through the light-light meson sector, where the rele-
vant parameters have already been determined by simula-
tions [10,24,25]. All the operators that appear at NLO in
the heavy-light Lagrangian serve to produce only a term
proportional to a2 in the decay constants, and thus a single
new low-energy constant: ca [Eqs. (95)–(106)] or Ca
[Eq. (111) or (112)].

We emphasize that our calculations are based on the
assumption that the staggered fourth root trick is valid. We
further assume that this trick is correctly implemented on
the chiral theory by insertions of factors of 1=4 for each
sea-quark loop, where the loops are found by quark flow or
replica analysis.

Our results most relevant at present are those for the 2�
1 case (Nf � 3 and mu � md), since they apply to calcu-
lations using existing MILC configurations for the light
dynamical quarks. These results have proved quite useful
in reducing the errors from the chiral and continuum ex-
trapolations in a lattice calculation of the leptonic decay
constants of D and Ds mesons [9]. With the Lagrangian
and the techniques presented here, one may also find
expressions for the form factors for semileptonic heavy-
to-light decays (such as D! K‘� or B! �‘�) in S�PT.
This has been done [18]; a detailed report of the calculation
is in preparation [19]. The result has already been used in
Ref. [8]. We also call attention to the work of Laiho [41],
who has applied heavy-light S�PT to study heavy-to-
heavy semileptonic decays, e.g., B! D�‘�.

A calculation of heavy-light B parameters in S�PT
should also be straightforward. Although additional opera-
tors will contribute to analytic terms at NLO, the one-loop
-20



FIG. 6. The ratio of the NLO decay constant for two degener-
ate sea quarks, given by Eq. (103) with Nf � 2. The solid line is
with the taste violations included, while the dashed line is the
continuum limit.
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chiral logs themselves will not involve any new low-energy
constants beyond those already present in the continuum or
in the one-loop S�PT for light-light mesons.

It is interesting to look at a simple example to see the
effect of taste violations. In Fig. 6 we plot fBx=f

LO
Bx

for the
014515
partially quenched case with two degenerate sea quarks:
Eq. (103) with Nf � 2. The solid line includes taste-
breaking terms; while the dashed line shows the results
with taste-breaking terms set to zero, i.e., the continuum
limit. We choose parameters from the coarse MILC data
set (a � 0:125 fm). The light-meson masses and splittings,
as well as the values of 0V and 0A, come from measure-
ments of the light hadron spectrum and decay constants
[10,24,25]. We have used the value amf � 0:010 for the
sea-quark mass. We set cs � ca � 0 and choose cv to give
a slope at large mass similar to what is seen in simulations.
The continuum result shows the characteristic divergence
of partially quenched chiral perturbation theory as the
valence mass is taken to zero for fixed sea mass. The taste
violations, however, completely wash out this behavior and
give a result that looks rather linear. This is in fact an
example of an infrared sensitive quantity for which the
chiral and continuum limits in S�PT will not commute
[42]. Fitting to and removing the effects of staggered taste
violations is therefore crucial in controlling the systematic
error associated with the extrapolation to the physical
values of the light-quark masses.
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